A molecular toolbox for studying protein degradation in mammalian cells.
Protein degradation is a crucial regulatory process in maintaining cellular proteostasis. The selective degradation of intracellular proteins controls diverse cellular and biochemical processes in all kingdoms of life. Targeted protein degradation is implicated in controlling the levels of regulatory proteins as well as eliminating misfolded and any otherwise abnormal proteins. Deregulation of protein degradation is concomitant with the progression of various neurodegenerative disorders such as Parkinson's and Alzheimer's diseases. Thus, methods of measuring metabolic half-lives of proteins greatly influence our understanding of the diverse functions of proteins in mammalian cells including neuronal cells. Historically, protein degradation rates have been studied via exploiting methods that estimate overall protein degradation or focus on few individual proteins. Notably, with the recent technical advances and developments in proteomic and imaging techniques, it is now possible to measure degradation rates of a large repertoire of defined proteins and analyze the degradation profile in a detailed spatio-temporal manner, with the aim of determining proteome-wide protein stabilities upon different physiological conditions. Herein, we discuss some of the classical and novel methods for determining protein degradation rates highlighting the crucial role of some state of art approaches in deciphering the global impact of dynamic nature of targeted degradation of cellular proteins. This article is part of the Special Issue "Proteomics".